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Nash Equilibrium
 Describes a game situation

 Combination of strategies in non-cooperative games
 Each player picks one strategy

 For none player, it makes sense to change his strategy

 Pure strategies
 Can react accordingly to stationary opponent

 Mixed strategies
 Random choice of actions

[1]
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Learning in Games
Aspects of learning a game:

 Learn the game itself

 Learn how the opponent is behaving

We focus on the second aspect:

 Assume that the game is known

 A equilibrium of the game can be computed
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The Setting
 N players, each with their own set of actions

 The stage game is played repeatedly

 Agents choose their action independently

 For each epoch, the players decide to take a distribution of their set to play

 Players have a long-term strategy
 Stationary strategy – play same distribution every time

 Mixed strategy – play different distribution every time
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Play a Stage Game
 Nash equilibrium:
 Each player has a mixed strategy

 It‘s a best response to the other strategies

 Makes sense for rational players

 Problem: less clever opponent:
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What do we want?

A satisfactory multiagent learning algorithm should learn to play 
optimally against stationary opponents 

and converge to a Nash equilibrium in self-play.
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Two essential Properties

 Play optimally against (eventually) stationary opponents
 -> Play best response

Maximum exploitation

 Convergence to Nash equilibrium in self-play

These properties are minimal!
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REMOVED ASSUMTIONS
 Best previous example of a learning algorithm: WoLF-IGA

 WoLF-IGA : Win or Learn Fast – Infinitisimal Gradient Acsent

 Assumtions:
 There are at most 2 players

 There are at most 2 actions per player

 Each opponents strategy is observable

 Gradient ascent of infinitisimal small step sizes
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AWESOME
 AWESOME – Adapt When Everybody is Stationary, 

Otherwise Move to Equilibrium

 Basic idea:
Detect if opponent is playing stationary
 Play best response

Otherwise, restart and go back to equilibrium
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Null Hypothesis
 Start with first null hypothesis
 Everyone is playing the precomputed equilibrium

 If this is rejected, switch to other null hypothesis
 Everyone is playing stationary

 If this is rejected, restart completely

 Evaluate hypothesis every epoch 
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Why do we need Equilibria?
 In one-shot games 
 They are natural and simple

 They always exists

 They are robust to changes

 They are also in general repeated games
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Self-Awareness
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AWESOME is self-aware
Detect nonstationarity of myself   -->  restart



What does AWESOME play?
 As long as Awesome accepts the equilibrium hypotheses, he plays the
equilibrium
 The goal of the equilibrium hypothesis is that we do not stray from equilibrium 

because AWESOME plays the best response

 Precompute equilibrium

 Restart means forgetting everything

 When this strategy is rejected, AWESOME picks a random action

 If another action appears to be significant better, AWESOME will pick that one
 Significant difference is important to prohibit AWESOME from jumping back and forth
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First Approach
 Apply same test of hypothesis every epoch:
 Same number of rounds per epoch

 If observed distribution of actions differs form hypothesized distribution, reject

 Problems:
 Each epoch there is fixed probability of rejecting

 Distinguish a distribution within a epsilon from hypothesized
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Solution
 Simple: increase epoch length N, decrease threshold
 Observation should get closer to hypothesized one
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The Algorithm
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Comparison 1 – Stationary Opponent
 Fictitious play
 Very simple learning algorithm

 Plays best response for history

 Rock-Paper-Scissors
 Mixed Strategy (0.4, 0.6, 0) 
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Comparison 1 – Self-Play
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Comparison 2 – Stationary Opponent
 Shapley‘s game
 Mixed strategy (0.4, 0.6, 0)
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Comparison 2 - Self-Play
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Summary
 AWESOME is algorithm for learning in repeated games:
 Best response against stationary opponents

 Nash equilibrium in self-play

 Try to adapt when everyone is stationary, otherwise play equilibrium

 Achieves this by testing hypotheses in each epoch
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Thank you for your attention!
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